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This study explores how JFL learners take a benefactive stance in Japanese. As 
Jaffe (2009) observes, stance-taking “plays a complex role with respect to the 
naturalization of social and linguistic ideologies and the social structures they legitimate.” 
The way in which language is used to take a stance always concerns the social context in 
which a speaker finds her/himself. In Japanese, benefactive verbs (kureru, ageru, morau 
and their honorific and humble equivalents) are indispensable stance indicators for 
showing gratitude or indebtedness. Such expressions do not really exist in English and 
their grammar is complex. It is assumed that JFL learners will struggle with taking a 
benefactive stance using those expressions.  
In order to analyze JFL learners’ stance-taking, data were collected from 
narrative interviews with ten JFL learners who are currently in 300- and 400-level 
university courses. In order to explore how learners attempt to show stance-reflecting 
benefaction, they were asked questions that aimed to elicit a speaker’s feelings of 
gratitude. Some examples of such questions are, “Who do you appreciate the most in 
your life?” or “Who is the most generous person you know?” 
The data show that (1) learners do use (or attempt to use) benefactive verbs to 
 
ii 
indicate stance, (2) they also fail to use benefactive verbs in contexts where they are 
called for, and (3) they misuse benefactive verbs, e.g., using ageru instead of kureru. 
Furthermore, it revealed that learners tend to show stance using adjectives, adverbs, or 
ritual expressions that show appreciation but they fail to utilize benefactive. This failure 
to project a benefactive stance can lead to miscommunication and/or misunderstanding 
between learners and Japanese speakers. I offer possible ways to promote learners’ 
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INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this thesis is to account for how American learners of Japanese take 
a stance when they speak in Japanese. As Jaffe (2009) observes, stance-taking “plays a 
complex role with respect to the naturalization of social and linguistic ideologies and the 
social structures they legitimate.” The way in which language is used to take a stance 
always concerns the social context in which a speaker finds her/himself. Furthermore, 
taking a certain stance does not involve only the speaker’s point of view but also that of 
participants in the conversation as well as people who the speaker is referring to. For 
learners of a foreign-language, taking a stance should be in line with what native speakers 
expect—that is, should be culturally coherent. If this does not happen, the speaker fails to 
project the stance that s/he intends to, which in turn can cause miscommunication or 
misunderstanding among the participants. Therefore, it is important for foreign language 
learners to understand how people take a stance in the target culture and also to be able to 
utilize grammatical devices to project their stance successfully. It is assumed here that 
learners cannot take the stance they wish to take or unknowingly fail to take a stance due 
to numerous reasons such as lack of knowledge regarding Japanese social structure or 
lack of language competence. In this thesis, I focus on how American learners of 
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Japanese take an interpersonal stance by analyzing their use of benefactive verbs. My 
questions are: Do they use benefactive verbs? Do they fail to use or misuse benefactive 
verbs? Are there any generalizations to be made about learners’ use of stance indicators? 
In order to examine learners’ use of interpersonal stance indicators, this study conducts 
narrative interviews with learners and examines the transcripts of their interviews.
3 
CHAPTER 1: 
STANCE: LITERATURE REVIEW, DEFINITION, AND CATEGORIES 
1.1. Stance - Literature review 
Stance is often used colloquially to indicate a way of standing, posture and 
intellectual or emotional attitude. According to the Cambridge dictionary (2008), stance 
stands for “an opinion about something, especially one that is publicly expressed.” It is 
important to note, first of all, that there is no unified definition of stance in the social 
sciences. The aim of this literature review is to explore how the theoretical notion of 
stance has been discussed in sociolinguistics and related studies in order to provide a 
backdrop for what follows. 
In early studies of stance, it is discussed in association with other concepts such 
as feeling, attitude, and evaluation. Biber and Finegan (1989) define stance as “the lexical 
and grammatical expression of attitudes, feelings, judgments, or commitment concerning 
the propositional content of a message” (p. 93). In their study of English, they divide 
stance markers into twelve categories based on semantic and grammatical criteria. Those 
are: (1) affect markers (adverbs, verbs, and adjectives such as happily, I ENJOY…, It is 
AMAZING that…); (2) certainty adverbs (surely, indeed, without doubt); (3) certainty 
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verbs (I CONCLUDE, This DEMONSTRATES that… ); (4) certainty adjectives 
(impossible, obvious, true); (5) doubt adverbs (allegedly, perhaps, supposedly); (6) doubt 
verbs (I ASUUME…, This INDICATES that…); (7) doubt adjectives (alleged, dubious, 
uncertain ); (8) hedges (at about, maybe, sort of); (9) emphatics (for sure, really, so + 
ADJ); (10) possibility modals (may, might, could); (11) necessity modals (ought, should); 
and (12) predictive modals (will, shall). Biber and Finegan analyze these stance markers 
and conclude that they are used to indicate stances which include affect, certainty, 
hedges, emphasis, doubt, possibility, prediction, and necessity. However, they do not 
claim universality in their conclusion, which leaves us with the question of whether 
speakers of other languages take a stance in the same way that English speakers do. 
In contrast, other research subsumes stance under the rubric of evaluation. 
Thompson and Hunston (2000) explore texts and analyze how a writer indicates her/his 
evaluation of the message. They define evaluation as follows: “Evaluation is the broad 
cover term for the expression of the speaker or writer’s attitude or stance towards, 
viewpoint on, or feelings about the entities or propositions that he or she is talking about” 
(p. 5). According to Thompson and Hunston, evaluation is closely tied to a speaker’s 
judgment of the good or bad, desirable or undesirable, and certain or uncertain. They 
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argue that stance and evaluation both express a speaker/writer’s point of view and 
judgment. Thus, stance is sometimes associated with evaluation and evaluation is 
sometimes associated with stance. This is because both evaluation and stance are clearly 
related to a speaker’s or a writer’s judgments and feelings towards what s/he is talking 
about. In this thesis, I will use stance as the more general term and categorize evaluation 
as a subordinate category of stance. 
In more recent work, the notion of stance is expanded. Kiesling (2009) suggests 
that stance concerns epistemic modality and interpersonal relations. He defines stance as 
“a person’s expression of their relationship to their talk (their epistemic stance – e.g., 
How certain they are about their assertions), and a person’s expression of their 
relationship to their interlocutors (their interpersonal stance –e.g., friendly or 
dominating.)” (p. 172). Kiesling’s notion of stance includes epistemic stance, which is 
usually taken to be one’s certainty towards the message as well as interpersonal attitude 
towards the interlocutor. Kiesling argues that epistemic stance and interpersonal stance 
are often related. He points out that someone who is patronizing (interpersonal stance) 
tends to be clear and certain (epistemic stance). It is important to note that epistemic 
stance is identical to the notion of epistemic modality: “indication by the speaker of his 
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(lack of) commitment to the truth of the proposition being expressed” (Palmer 1986: 51). 
In this thesis, I categorize epistemic modality as one of the subordinate categories of 
stance. 
In yet a third investigation into stance, Du Bois (2007) defines it as “a public act 
by a social actor, achieved dialogically through overt communicative means (language, 
gesture, and other symbolic forms), through which social actors simultaneously evaluate 
objects, position subjects (themselves and others), and align with other subjects, with 
respect to any salient dimension of the sociocultural field” (p. 163). Du Bois considers 
the possible types of stance and proposes a stance triangle model. He argues that when a 
subject takes a stance, s/he positions her/himself by evaluating an “object (what they are 
talking about)” and align with other subjects. For example, when a person (subject 1) 
says “I don’t like the movie,” s/he is making an evaluation of the movie. To respond to 
this utterance, another person (subject 2) might say “I don’t like it either.” With this 
utterance, subject 2 is not only evaluating the movie, but also aligning with subject 1 by 
agreeing with her/him. What is remarkable about Du Bois’s view of stance is that he 
wants to incorporate not only evaluation but also how a speaker positions her/himself vis 
a vis others—how a speaker aligns with other participants in the interaction. Although Du 
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Bois suggests that stance can be shown through gesture and other symbolic forms, I focus 
only on the linguistic realization of stance in this thesis. 
Figure 1. Du Bois’s stance triangle (2007) 
Stance is also discussed in association with “stance-taking.” In “Stance in 
Discourse” (2007), Englebretson reviews past studies, arguing that stance can be 
subdivided into evaluation, affect, and epistemicity. Epistemicity refers to a speaker’s 
commitment towards the propositional content and would again appear to have much in 
common with the notion of epistemic modality. Englebreston emphasizes that stance is 
something in which people “engage in”: “Stances are things people actively engage in 
(i.e., stance-taking is a gerund, based on an object-incorporation of stance and the active 
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verb take)” (p. 3). He emphasizes that stance-taking happens in discourse and we can 
observe stance-taking within situated contexts. Du Bois (2007) (above) also views stance 
as an act people take: “stance is not something you have, but something you do – 
something you take” (p.171). White (2003) observes mass-communicative texts and 
proposes a framework for analyzing stance-taking based on lexico-grammatical forms, 
structures, and wording. White explores stance in terms of stance-taking and defines it as 
an activity that provides a speaker/writer with tools to position her/himself with regard to 
other social subjects. As the fact that we “take a stance” shows, stance-taking is an act a 
person engages in and performs. In other words, stance is closely connected with social 
aspects of human behavior. We can observe stance-taking in any kind of social activity 
because it is a social behavior by which a speaker/writer positions her/himself within the 
social context through evaluating what s/he is talking about, topic, or her/his message 
content itself. 
1.2. Stance and modality 
As is clear from the work of Englebretson (2007) and Kiesling (2009), stance 
clearly has much in common with modality. However, it is clear that their function is 
different when we consider that we can say “s/he takes a ‘stance’,” but we cannot say 
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“s/he takes a ‘modality’.” This example shows that what they achieve is different. When a 
speaker takes a stance, s/he attempts to project their evaluation or attitude about entities 
into the context. On the other hand, modality has to do with the proposition contained in 
the utterance, apart from context. Furthermore, Thompson and Hunston (2000) point out, 
“modality is usually discussed under the heading of grammar, centered around the 
functionally dedicated class of modal verbs” (p. 20). Based on the fact that modality is 
more grammaticalized and can be identified with modal verbs or adverbs, modality is one 
of the formal (in the grammatical sense) means of taking a stance. One might use 
modality to indicate a stance, but no one would use a stance to show modality. Hence, 
stance is a broader term than modality and modality is one linguistic device to take a 
stance. In this paper, I classify modality one of the subordinate categories of epistemic 
stance. 
1.3. Definition and categories of stance 
In order to clarify my focus, I will adopt a definition of stance as follows: Stance 
is an act taken by a speaker or a writer to show her/his attitude, personal evaluation, 
and/or feelings towards the entities or person within the social context. Drawing on 
DuBois (2007), Englebreston (2007) and Kiesling (2009), stance will be further divided 
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into three categories: (1) evaluation and affect, (2) epistemic stance, and (3) interpersonal 
stance. How each kind of stance is different and how they can overlap will be discussed 
in this chapter. 
1.3.1. Evaluation and affect 
Evaluation and affect comprise a person’s attitude, belief, value judgment, 
assessment, and emotion about the topic. This stance is closely related to the notion of 
evaluation by Thompson and Hunston (2000), which includes how one views both 
entities and propositions as well as the way in which one shows these views within the 
social context. Thompson and Hunston argue that lexical items are very clearly 
evaluative. They offer examples: (1) adjectives such as splendid, terrible, and important; 
(2) adverbs such as happily, unfortunately, and interestingly; (3) nouns such as success,
failure, and tragedy; (4) verbs such as succeed, fail, win, lose, and doubt. Parallels in 
Japanese of these lexical items might be (1) subarashii ‘splendid/great,’ hidoi ‘horrible,’ 
and taisetsu ‘important’; (2) shiawase ni ‘happily,’ zannen nagara ‘unfortunately,’ and 
omoshiroi koto ni ‘interestingly’; (3) seikoo ‘success,’ shippai ‘failure,’ and higeki 
‘tragedy’; (4) seikoo suru ‘succeed,’ shippai suru ‘fail,’ and utagau ‘doubt.’ 
Drawing on Labov (1972) and others, Thompson and Hunston also point out that 
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grammar can be a vehicle of evaluation. Examples of grammar items that convey 
evaluation are (1) intensifiers, such as repetition and quantifiers; (2) comparators such as 
negatives, futures, and comparatives; (3) correlatives such as progressives, attributives 
(e.g., this big house); (4) explicatives (clauses connected by subordinators such as 
though, or because). Examples in Japanese of these grammatical items might be (1) 
nando mo nando mo ‘over and over,’ zenbu ‘all,’ or zenzen ‘at all’; (2) - ja nai ‘it is not -,’   
and X yori Y no ho ga -‘Y is more - than X’; (3) - shite iru tokoro ‘at the moment of 
doing’ and kono ookii ie ‘this big house’; (4) keredomo ‘though’ and kara ‘because.’ 
Thompson and Huston also point out that evaluation can be identified in a text as a 
whole. They argue that evaluation tends to be found throughout a text not only one 
particular aspect of grammar or vocabulary.  
 The following is a more concrete example of an utterance that shows evaluation 
in Japanese. Consider a woman working in an office who tries to use new software and 
asks her colleague how to use it. Even though her colleague explains to her how to use it, 
she might not understand and tell her colleague,  
(1) Dame desu ne, watashi ‘I am no good, you know?’ 
By this utterance, she is showing her evaluation, dame ‘no good’ on watashi, herself. It is 
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important to note that what a speaker evaluates continuously changes in conversation. 
What the speaker evaluates can be certain entities such as people, place, object, or the 
speaker’s message or other participants’ messages. 
1.3.2. Epistemic stance 
Epistemic stance refers to a speaker’s commitment towards the message or 
propositional content, and how certain s/he is about the assertion. Epistemic stance 
includes modal verbs such as “should,” “must,” “would,” or “might.” Examples of these 
in Japanese include hazu ‘should,’ chigai nai ‘must,’ daroo ‘would,’ or ka mo shirenai 
‘might.’ Other adverbs that show epistemic stance are “certainly,” “perhaps,” or “maybe.” 
Parallels in Japanese are tashika ni ‘certainly,’ osoraku ‘perhaps,’ or tabun ‘maybe.’ 
Other examples in Japanese are sentence-final particles such as ne or yo. In example (1), 
Dame desu ne, watashi ‘I am not good, you know?’ the particle ne is used when the 
speaker is asking for confirmation about the message to the interlocutor; hence, it shows 
the speaker’s lack of full commitment to the proposition. I explain more about sentence-
final particles in 1.4.1. (Sentence-final particles). 




(2) A: Nan to naku, saikin genki ga nasasoo na ki ga suru n da kedo… 
‘Somehow I feel that he looks like he does not have any energy lately.’ 
B: Daijoobu da yo. Kitto tesuto mae de tsukarete iru dake da yo. ‘He is 
alright. I am sure that he is just tired because it is before the exam.’ 
In this example, A is conveying B that their son looks depressed. However, her stance 
indicates that she is not sure about her statement. The elements nan to naku ‘somehow’ 
and ki ga suru ‘I have a feeling’ show a lack of confidence about the message content. In 
reply to A’s utterance, B takes a confident stance using kitto ‘surely/ I am sure’ and the 
sentence particle yo which shows assertiveness towards the message. These examples 
show how a speaker uses epistemic modality to take stances that are assertive, confident, 
or unsure of the propositional content of their utterances. 
1.3.3. Interpersonal stance 
Interpersonal stance shows a speaker’s relationship with the interlocutor and/or 
the person to whom the speaker is referring. This includes the attitude a speaker shows 
towards the interlocutor or the referent such as respectful, humble, friendly, demanding, 
etc., which are mainly marked by choices among grammatical devices, word choice, and 
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style choice.1 Formal and informal style, honorific expressions, humble expressions, 
polite expressions and giving/receiving expressions which index personal relationship in 
Japanese can be categorized as indicators of interpersonal stance. For instance, in the 
example (1), Dame desu ne, watashi ‘I am no good, you know?’ the speaker uses a 
careful style of the copula desu. This shows the speaker’s stance of formality towards the 
listener. Consider also a worker who asks her supervisor whether she will come to the 
office tomorrow by saying: 
(3) Ashita irrashaimasu ka? ‘Are you coming tomorrow?’
In this utterance, s/he is showing her/his distance towards the listener by using an 
honorific verb, irassharu ‘go/come’ for the listener’s action. It is important to note that 
interpersonal stance includes not only the relationship between the speaker and the 
listener, but also the speaker and referents to in the context. Consider two workers are 
talking about their supervisor, Yamada, when one of them asks the other, 
(4) Yamada-san wa ashita irassharu no? ‘Is Yamada-san coming tomorrow?’
This utterance indicates that the speaker is showing her/his respect/distance 
1 I use the terms formal/informal for what Japanese call teineigo or masu/desu, and 
honorific humble for what Japanese call sonkeigo and kenjôgo. 
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towards the referent, Ms. Yamada, through the use of an honorific “irassharu” ‘go/come’ 
for the referent’s action. Another interpersonal stance that we can observe in this example 
is the speech style at the end. Since the speaker uses casual style (no masu/desu), it can 
be said that the speaker is demonstrating friendliness or closeness to the listener. 
Another vehicle for interpersonal stance is the expressions with benefactive 
verbs (giving/receiving expressions) in Japanese. For example, with an utterance such as 
Chichi ga tukutte kureta ‘My father made it for me,’ the speaker conveys her/his 
appreciation towards her/his father by using kureru ‘give.’ In this thesis, I focus on 
interpersonal stance and analyze how American learners of Japanese utilize expressions 
with benefactive verbs when they need to show a stance that indicates gratitude. 
1.3.4. How the varieties of stance overlap 
It is should be noted that the three categories of stance above are not 
completely separable and sometimes overlap when one is taking a stance. The following 
conversation is an example that shows how they can overlap. Two workers are talking 
about what time they should come to the office tomorrow. 
(5) A: Ashita kuji de ii desu ne. ‘9 o’clock is good tomorrow, right?’
B: Uun...moo chotto hayai hoo ga ii to omoimasu. ‘Hmm..I think a little 
16 
earlier is better.’ 
In the utterances above, B uses omoimasu ‘think’ to indicate a (not altogether complete) 
commitment towards the message. This is clearly epistemic stance. However, at the same 
time, B may be hedging and trying not to sound offensive to A by using omoimasu. This 
can be considered interpersonal stance, as well. My assumption is that a speaker takes a 
stance by utilizing different kinds of stance markers so that he/she is able to calibrate the 
stance that s/he wishes to project within the social context. 
1.4. Stance indicators in Japanese 
1.4.1. Sentence-final particles 
Maynard (1997) argues that “the Japanese language is also rich in emotional 
expressions, which are influenced by the speaker’s relationship to the psychological, 
social and situational context” (p. 83). Based on the data collected from the conversation 
between university students in Tokyo, she studies characteristics of Japanese conversation 
and argues that one of its remarkable features is sentence-final particles such as yo and 
ne. According to Maynard, yo is used when the speaker assumes that s/he has more 
access than the listener to the information and wants to emphasize the information in the 
message. On the other hand, ne is used when the speaker assumes that s/he has less 
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access to the information. In other words, the choice of yo and ne can reveal how sure the 
speaker is about their information —all of which can be categorized as an epistemic 
stance. Considering the frequent use of sentence-final particles in Japanese, they play a 
sizeable role in stance-taking in Japanese communication. 
1.4.2. Style 
In every utterance, a Japanese speaker must opt for linguistic style when s/he 
speaks. Linguistic style comprises formal style and informal style. Usage of style can 
reveal how the speaker views the context, the topic, the addressee and bystanders. It can 
be said that style conveys the interpersonal relationship between the speaker and the 
interlocutor. 
1.4.3. Uchi-Soto indicators 
Another example of Japanese stance indicators has to do with to uchi (in-group) 
and soto (out-group) social structure. Drawing on the work of Nakane (1970) and others, 
Wetzel (1985) argues that the Japanese language encodes group identity over ego. She 
claims that the Japanese group orientation is observable in the word uchi (inside) 
meaning group or place where the speaker belongs (such as place of work, school, office, 
etc). These groups provide a social identity for individuals in communicative situations. 
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The point that Wetzel emphasizes is that this uchi-soto distinction is a matter of constant 
shifting, depending on who else is present. Linguistic indicators of this uchi-soto 
distinction include benefactive verbs and honorifics. Thus, it can be said that when the 
speaker takes a stance, s/he knowingly or unknowingly bases that stance on the uchi-soto 
of the context. This identification with group influences the usage of expressions with 
benefactive verbs and honorific and humble expressions that index interpersonal 
relationships. This is yet another vehicle for interpersonal stance. 
The forgoing stance indicators: sentence-final particles, style, and uchi-soto 
indicators (honorific and humble expressions, benefactive verbs) are especially salient 
Japanese. Yet they pose significant challenges for learners in their efforts to convey 
stance. In the next section, I explain the function of benefactive verbs in Japanese, which 
is one interpersonal stance indicator. 
1.5. Benefactive expressions: Giving and receiving in Japanese 
Benefactives in Japanese are a critical vehicle to convey a speaker’s stance. 
Pizziconi (2006) regards benefactives, as “a kind of rhetorical device that allows speakers 
to construct a particular (and, crucially, culturally specific) conceptualization of human 
relation” (p. 124). Benefactive verbs enable a speaker to index their beneficial 
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relationship between s/he and the referent. 
Wetzel’s (1985) analysis defines “benefactive verbs” in the following way; 
I. kureru: give to in-group;
(I a) kudasaru: give to in-group (polite: honorific); 
II. ageru: give to out-group;
(II a) sashiageru: give to out-group (polite: humble); 
III. morau: get from out group;
(III a) itadaku: get from out-group (polite: humble) 
Benefactive verbs are also used in combination with verb gerunds to describe the 
giving and receiving of actions. For example, when A teaches B Chinese, B describes this 
situation as A-san ga chuugokugo o oshiete kureta. ‘A taught Chinese to me’ (lit. ‘A gave 
me teaching Chinese’). The same frame can be expressed as A-san ni chuugokugo o 
oshiete moratta. ‘I had B teach me Chinese,’ (lit. ‘I received teaching Chinese from B’). 
By using kureru ‘give (to the speaker/in-group)’ or morau ‘receive (from out-group),’ the 
speaker is able to convey that s/he benefited from the action of the giver. 
Considered that use of benefactive verbs entails a speaker’s appreciation towards 
the giver (benefactor), these expressions are indicators of interpersonal stance. For 
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example, Ide’s (2016) study shows that Japanese women tend to use kureru when they 
explain what their husband does for their children. She conducted interviews about the 
experience of childbirth and childrearing with three Japanese women and three American 
women and analyzes how their narratives differ depending on the language group. She 
points out that the reason why Japanese women often use kureru ‘give (to uchi or me)’ for 
their husbands’ action is because they consider that childrearing is a mother’s job and 
they want to express appreciation for what their husbands do for the children. On the 
other hand, American women tend to use pronouns to describe the actions of their 
husbands that benefit the children. They often use “we” or “my husband and I” for their 
experience of childrearing. Ide suggests that pronoun usage show American women’s 
ideology regarding childrearing—it is not only a mother’s job but rather involves both 
mother and father. Ide’s study shows how a speaker takes an interpersonal stance in this 
case, a stance of benefaction—in their discussions of childrearing and how that stance is 
expressed in language use. 
I emphasize that the expressions with benefactive verbs are commonly used 
when the speaker receives benefit from the referent, or more simply, they were affected 
positively by others. In Japanese: The Spoken Language Part 2 by Jordan and Noda 
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(1987), it is pointed out how frequent the expressions with benefactive verbs are used in 
Japanese conversation. “The frequency of the pattern using a verbal of giving cannot be 
overestimated. Probably the greatest difficulty it poses for the foreign students is simply 
to remember to use it. It often occurs in Japanese when the English equivalent contains 
nothing parallel” (p. 114). As mentioned in their textbook, Japanese native sperkers index 
benefactive stance when they receive even a trivial benefit. 
In order to illustrate this phenomenon more clearly, I would like to bring up an 
example utterance that I heard from my mother the other day. One night, I was talking 
with my mother over the phone. She asked about my work and I explained how hard my 
students study Japanese. My mother was impressed and said, 
(6) Nihongo o benkyoo shite kurete, ureshii. ‘I am happy that they study
Japanese (for me/us). lit. I am glad that they give me/us learning Japanese.’ 
It is clear that my mother did not request my students to study Japanese, nor my 
students study Japanese for the sake of my mother. They have never met each other and 
she does/will not really receive great benefit from them. However, she used kureru and 
took a benefactive stance. This is because she felt happy to know they are learning her 
language and appreciate them for making her feel happy. This example shows how a 
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Japanese speaker uses benefactive verbs even for what some might see as a trivial 
benefit.  
In this study, I focus on how learners of Japanese attempt to take a stance that 
reflects benefaction. Expressions with benefactive verbs are indispensable interpersonal 
stance indicators that a speaker shows gratitude to the giver. However, because such 
expressions do not really have an equivalent in English and the grammar is complex, it is 
assumed here that learners will misuse or fail to use the expressions. The reasons why 
these verbs are difficult are: (1) There are two verbs for ‘give,’ one of which means ‘give 
to the speaker or speaker’s in-group’ and the other of which means ‘give to others or 
speaker’s out-group.’; (2) There is a single verb for ‘get’ requiring that the receiver to be 
in-group; (3) All benefactive verbs have honorific and humble forms, which compounds 
the uchi-soto aspect of their use; (4) All combine with gerunds to indicate benefaction. 
In order to explore how learners use these interpersonal stance indicators, I 
conducted narrative interviews with ten JFL learners and had them answer questions that 
could elicit expression with benefactive verbs. In the next chapter, I will discuss the 
research methods used in this study. 
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH METHODS 
In this chapter, I present research methods for this study, including research design, 
participants’ information, and analytical procedure for data collection. 
2.1. Research design 
The goal of this research is to account for how American learners of Japanese take 
(or fail to take) an interpersonal stance using benefactive verbs in Japanese. My research 
questions are; 
(1) Do learners use benefactive verbs?
My hypothesis is they will use benefactive verbs, but will not use them as often or in the 
same contexts as native speakers do. 
(2) Do they fail to use benefactive verbs?
I assume learners will fail to use benefactive verbs for two reasons: (1) Similar 
expressions do not exist in English; (2) The grammar of [gerund +benefactive verb] is 
extremely complex. Therefore, I predict that learners will not be able to produce 
expressions with benefactive verbs in contexts where they are called for. 
(3) Do they misuse benefactive verbs?
My assumption is that learners will misuse benefactive verbs because of their complexity. 
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I assume that most errors will be the misuse of [gerund +benefactive verb].  
Assuming that these hypothese are borne out, I will explore two additional questions:  
(4) Are there any generalizations to be made about the misusage of these elements 
that relate to stance indicators?  
(5) What are the pedagogical implications?  
In order to explore the answers to the research questions, I conducted narrative 
interviews with JFL learners and had them answer questions that could elicit 
interpersonal indicators—in other words, expressions with benefactive verbs. I 
transcribed the voice-recorded interviews and analyze their usage of benefactive verbs.  
In order to verify my analysis, I showed the transcriptions of interviews to 
another native speaker of Japanese to check my judgment about whether the stance 
indicators that are used in the interview are felicitous in the situation. The instruction as 
follows: Read the transcriptions of each interview and highlight that sentences that you 
feel giving and receiving expressions are (1) used (2) missing, or (3) misused. Giving and 
receiving expression includes kureru, morau, and ageru as well as their honorific/humble 
equivalent, kudasaru, itadaku, and sashiageru. After you highlight them, provide the 
verbs that you think are missing for (2) and the correct verbs for (3). 
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2.2. Participants 
Participants are ten JFL learners who are enrolled in 300- and 400-level Japanese 
class at Portland State University. The reason for choosing 300- and 400-level learners is 
that they have been introduced to benefactive verbs at least a year before the interview; 
thus, they are expected to be familiar with the expressions. Five participants had studied 
in Japan for a year and the other half had never lived in Japan. Table A reflects the 
information on the participants. 
Table A: 2Participants’ information 
No. Name Year in school Length of studying 
Japanese 
Years of study 
abroad in Japan 
#1 Meg Senior 2 years N/A 
#2 John junior 6 years N/A 
#3 Chris Junior 1.5 year N/A 
#4 Eric graduate 2 years N/A 
#5 Lisa Junior 3.5 years N/A 
#6 Steve Senior 2 years 1 year 
#7 Alex Senior 3 years 1 year 
2 All participants are given pseudonyms to preserve their anonymity. 
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#8 Brian Senior 2.5 years 1 year 
#9 Kelly Senior 5.5 years 1 year  
#10 Daniel Junior 2 years 1 year 
 
2.3. Data collection procedure  
In order to enlist participants, I emailed students in 300- and 400-level courses a 
recruiting message along with a consent form. At the same time, I posted recruiting 
information on D2L, Portland State University’s online learning system. I also made an 
announcement during Japanese classes that I taught. Once participants decided to join the 
study, I arranged a time and date and a room to conduct the interview. Each interview was 
conducted in a private study room at the university library. The length of each interview 
was about 30 minutes. The first 5 minutes were allotted for a general explanation of my 
study (“to analyze learner narratives”) and reading through the consent form. The next 20 
minutes were allotted for the actual interview. The interview was conducted in Japanese. 
In order to mask the specific focus of the study, the interview began with questions that 
aim to put participants at ease, not to elicit benefactive verbs. These questions included: 
(1) Tell me where you are from. (2) Where did you go to high school? (3) How long have 
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you been studying Japanese? (4) How did you get interested in Japanese? After I asked 
these questions and had some small talk with the participant, I asked questions that aimed 
to elicit a benefactive stance. The questions that subjects were asked are: 
(1) Who is your favorite teacher? Why? (好きな先生は誰ですか。なぜですか。)
(2) What’s the best birthday you ever had? Why? (一番よかった誕生日の思い出は何
ですか。どうしてですか。) 
(3) Have you been taken care of by anyone when you were studying abroad or when you
were traveling? Please share your memory. (留学中や旅行中に誰かにお世話になった
たことはありますか。思い出を教えてください。) 
(4) Who is the most generous person you know? Why do you think so? (知っている人
の中で、誰が一番親切だと思いますか。どうしてそう思いますか。) 
(5) When you face difficulties in your life, who do/ did you consult with? Why do/did
you consult with this person? (人生で大変なことがあったとき、誰に相談します
か。または、しましたか。どうしてこその人に相談しますか。) 
(6) Who do you appreciate in your life? Please share your memory of a time when you




After asking the above questions, I provided about 5 minutes for feedback when 
they wished. This was an opportunity for the subject to ask questions about their 
grammar usage, etc.  
 In order to explore the learners’ ideas about benefactive verbs, post-interviews 
were conducted the following term. The interviews were conducted in English and voice-
recorded in a private study room in the library. The questions that I asked during post-
interviews are: (1) What kind of feelings or a stance can you project by using benefactive 
verbs? (2)When do you think you are supposed to use the expressions? (3) Do you 
consider these expressions difficult? (4) Do you feel comfortable using them?  
2.4. Analytical procedure for the interview 
The interviews were voice-recorded, transcribed and analyzed in order to identify 
how learners use, misuse, or don’t use benefactive verbs. After I conducted interviews 
with participants, I transcribed the interviews (using pseudonyms for the speakers and the 
referents) and examined what linguistic devices that speakers were using and how they 
revealed their stance via language—again with a focus on benefactive verbs. After 
analyzing the data myself, I showed the interviews’ transcription to another Japanese 
native speaker and had that person judge the expressions. The objective was to verify my 
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The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the data and explore the results of my 
research questions; (1) Do learners use benefactive verbs? (2) Do they fail to use 
benefactive verbs? (3) Do they misuse benefactive verbs? 
3.1. Do learners use benefactive verbs? 
The first research question is, “Do learners use benefactive verbs to acknowledge 
indebtedness?” I hypothesized that this would be the case and results bore this out. 
Learners do use benefactive verbs to show benefaction based on the current data. In fact, 
ALL subjects used benefactive verbs correctly, or incorrectly at some point in their 
interviews. 
Table B on the following page shows how many times each subject used 
expressions with benefactive verbs. In the table, “Object +” indicates expressions that 
only involve giving/receiving an object such as hon o kureta ‘s/he gave me a book’ or hon 
o moratta ‘I got a book.’ On the other hand, “Gerund +” shows expressions with verb
gerunds, such as hon o katte kureta. ‘S/he bought a book for me.’ (lit. ‘S/he gave me an 
act of buying a book.’) or hon o katte moratta. ‘I had her/him buy me a book.’ (lit. ‘I 
received an action of her/him buying me a book.’) The numbers in the gray boxes show 
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how many times each subject used expressions with benefactive verbs. The column on 
the far right, “total opportunities,” indicates the total numbers of chances that each 
subject had to use the benefactive verbs. 
Table: B Use of benefactive verbs–data summary 
 
As table B shows, all subjects except for #2 John used either kureru or morau at some 
point in the interview. The expression the participants used the most was [gerund+kureru] 
for a total of 27 times.  
The interview with Alex shows relatively successful usage of benefactive verbs. 
Alex has been studying Japanese for about three years and lived in Japan for a year. His 
Japanese proficiency is one of the highest in the 400-level course. Alex used benefactive 
Object + Gerund+ Object + Gerund+ Object + Gerund+
#1 Meg 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 7 14
#2 John 6 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 13
#3 Chris 1.5 0 1 6 0 0 0 4 11 13
#4 Eric 2 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 7 14
#5 Lisa 3.5 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 14
#6 Steve 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 4 9
#7 Alex 3 1 0 8 2 1 0 2 13 17
#8 Brian 2.5 1 1 1 2 3 0 0 7 11
#9 Kelly 5.5 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 6
#10 Daniel 2 1 2 1 2 4 1 0 10 16
Total 30 5 11 27 6 8 5 11 68 127






















verbs most often (13 times in total) in the interview among all subjects. 
The following excerpt comes from his answer to who he thinks is the most 
generous person around him when he started to talk about his Japanese friend called Emi. 
He explains that she helped him in Japan quite often, including taking him to the city hall 
to help him fill out his paperwork. He mentions that it was hard for him to get it done by 
himself because he was not familiar with the system and the paperwork had many kanji 
that he could not read. In the example, he uses [verb gerund + kureru] as he explains what 
she did for him. 
[Excerpt 1: Alex] 
(1) Alex : なんか、本当にどうやって言えばいいか全然知りませんでした。
Nanka hontoo ni doo yatte ieba ii ka zenzen shirimasen deshita. 
(2) だから、なんか、えみさんがなんか、付き合ってくれました。
Dakara, nanka, Emi san ga nanka, tsukiatte kuremashita.
(3) なんか、一緒に行こうって。 で、そのあと、なんか、
Nanka, issho ni ikoo tte.  De, sono ato, nanka,
(4) なんでも質問でもありましたら、全然連絡してくださいって
Nan demo shitsumon demo arimashitara, zenzen renraku shite kudasai tte
(5) 言ってくれましたし、なんかいつも
Itte kuremashita shi, nanka itsu mo
(6) 元気？日本の生活大変じゃないですかって。
Genki? Nihon no seikatsu taihen ja nai desu ka tte.
(7) 大丈夫、大丈夫、大丈夫って、
Daijoobu, daijoobu, daijoobu tte,
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(8) なんかいつもなんか引き受けてくれました。
Nanka itsu mo nanka hikiukete kuremashita.
[English Translation] 
(1) Alex:  Well, I really did not know how to speak at all.
(2) So, um, Emi kept + kureremashita me company.
(3) Like, let’s go together (she said). Then, after that, well,
(4) If you have any questions, please contact me,
(5) she said + kuremashita, and always like,
(6) How are you? Isn’t life in Japan hard?
(7) It is okay, it’s okay, it’s okay (she said)
(8) Like, she is always, like, accepted +kuremashita my requests.
In the excerpt above, Alex uses [verb gerund + kureu] three times in a relatively short 
narrative. In fact, in the excerpt, he uses [verb gerund + kureru] every time he describes 
actions that the referent took on his behalf, which are in line (2), tsukiatte ‘keep company 
-,’ (5) itte ‘say,’ and (8) hikiukete ‘take over -.’ Those usages are all grammatically 
correct. By utilizing these expressions, he expressed his gratitude to the referent, Emi. In 
other words, he succeeded in showing his benefactive stance in the narrative. In the post-
interview, Alex told me that he found the expressions with benefactive verbs are 
relatively easy to control for him and he is comfortable with using them in conversation. 
He explained that he uses benefactive verbs whenever he explains an event where he 
gained some benefit from others; he says he is able to use them automatically. In fact, 
there were no hesitations before he used the expressions. He also mentioned that he 
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believes that showing appreciation to others is very important in Japanese society where 
the concept of omoiyari ‘empathy’ and ongaeshi ‘reciprocation’ are prevalent. 
The next example is from the interview with Daniel, who also has experience of 
studying in Japan for one year. In this excerpt, he uses benefactive verbs (kureru and 
morau) with the gerund of oshieru ‘teach.’ In this excerpt, he is talking about a professor 
at his university who helped him when he started to work on his graduation thesis. 
[Excerpt 2: Daniel] 
(1) Daniel: よく日本の資料を教えてもらって、と 
Yoku nihon no shiryoo o oshiete moratte, to 
(2) 昔の日本の書き方を、教えて、教えました、教えてもらった。
Mukashi no nihon no kakikata o, oshiete, oshiemashita, oshiete moratta.
(3) Takizawa: あ、そうなんですか。へー。
A, soo nan desu ka. Hee, 
(4) Daniel:   例えば、古いの、ま、えー、30 年代の、ぐらいの 
Tatoeba, furui no, ma, ee, sanjuu nendai no, gurai no. 
(5) か、書き方は、いろいろ中国の漢字を使う。
Ka, kaki kata wa iroro chuugoku no kanji o tsukau.
(6) 今、違う漢字を使っていますけどそれがわかりませんでしたから、 
Ima, chigau kanji o tsukatte imasu kedo sore ga wakarimasen deshita kara,
(7) その先生が教えてくれた。
Sono sensei ga oshiete kureta.
[English Translation] 
(1) Daniel: And I often had +moratte him teach me about Japanese documents, and 
(2) He teach (gerund), taught, I had +moratta him teach me about the old
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Japanese writing system. 
(3) Takizawa: Oh, is that so? Hmm. 
(4) Daniel:   For example, old ones, from around thirties’. 
(5) The writing system, they used various Chinese characters. 
(6) (They) use different kanji now, but I did not about it. 
(7) So, the teacher taught +kurerta me. 
 
Using a combination of gerund of oshieru ‘teach’ and morau, he attempts to project his 
stance towards his professor in line (1), (2), and (7). In line (2), we can observe that he is 
self-monitoring in his grammar use. He first says oshiete which is a gerund form of 
oshieru ‘teach’ and immediately follows with oshiemashita ‘taught’ in past tense, formal 
style. Finally, he says oshiete moratta ‘received teaching’ in informal style. What might 
have been better here was oshiete moraimashita, which is the formal style of oshiete 
moratta because he is talking with someone higher-ranking (the interviewer is his 
teacher). Similarly, he finishes his sentence in line (7) in informal style: oshiete kureta, 
‘gave teaching (informal style)’ where oshiete kuremashita ‘gave teaching’ (formal style) 
would have been preferable. This excerpt implies that he is aware and able to use 
benefactive verbs; however, he fails to use other interpersonal indicators, informal/formal 
style in this case. This demonstrates the difficulties that learners face when they need to 
show multiple interpersonal stances simultaneously—in this case, one for the referent and 
the other for the interlocutor. 
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Although there were a number of correct usages of benefactive verbs in the 
interviews, some subjects were halting in their use of expressions with benefactive verbs. 
The following excerpt, from the interview with Eric, is a good example. Before this 
excerpt, I asked who he thinks is a generous person and he started to talk about his friend. 
Eric explained that Meg, who is a friend from his college, is generous because she listens 
to people and gives them good advice. 
[Excerpt 3: Eric] 
(1) Eric: えー、大学の友達のメグさんだと思います。
Eee, daigaku no tomodachi no Megu-san da to omoimasu. 
(2) えと、メグさんは、うーん、えっと[10sec]いつもほかの人の悩みを
Eto, Megu san wa uun, etto [10sec]itsu mo hoka no hito no hito no nayami o
(3) えと、あ、聞いて[5sec]え、くれて、えっと[2sec]うーん、
Eto, a, kiite [5sec] um, kurete, etto [2sec] unn
(4) さあ[2sec]えっと、いい言葉を、えっと、答えて[2sec]くれる人。
Saa [2sec] etto ii kotoba o, etto, kotaete [2sec] kureru hito.
[English translation] 
(1) Eric: Hmm, I think it will be Meg, a friend from college.
(2) Um, Megu, umm, well always, other’s worries,
(3) Well, um…she listens[5sec]oh, kurete, um…. 
(4) Well [2sec]umm, she is a person who tells [2sec] kureru good words.
Eric halted quite often throughout the interview but it was significant that he attempted to 
use kurete in line (3). He took 5 seconds to utter kurete. Thus even though this learner is 
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aware of these expressions, he is not able to produce them automatically. 
The following excerpt from Chris’s interview shows a similar example of halting 
delivery when using benefactive verbs. Before the excerpt, I asked him who he consults 
with when he faces difficulties in his life, and he started to talk about his father who gives 
him good advice when he has problems. 
[Excerpt 4: Chris] 
(1) Chris:  ま、その大きな問題誰にも相談していませんけど、
Ma, sono ookina mondai, dare ni mo soodan shite imasen kedo, 
(2) ああ、時々父だと思います。
Αa, tokidoki chichi da to omoimasu.
(3) 父はいつもいいアドバイスを教えて
Chichi wa itsu mo ii adobaisu o oshiete
(4) [2.5sec]あ、く、くれています。
[2.5sec]a, ku kurete imasu.
[English Translation] 
(1) Chis:  Well, I do not consult with anyone about the big problems,
(2) Oh, sometimes my father, I suppose.
(3) My father always teaches me
(4) [2.5sec] oh, ku,ku kurete imasu.
In line (3), Chris took 2.5 seconds to utter kureru in a halting manner. Chris maintained 
good fluency during interview, but he often halted before he produced kureru. Again, this 
example shows lack of full control when producing expressions with benefactive verbs. 
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In sum, learners do use benefactive verbs; however, some difficulties were 
observed. These include utilizing multiple stance indicators in the same context and 
generating the expression automatically. 
3.2. Do learners fail to use benefactive verbs? 
The second question is, “Do learners fail to use benefactive verbs?” In the last 
chapter, I hypothesized that they are inclined to fail to use benefactive verbs due to the 
expressions’ complexity and lack of existence of similar expressions in English. The 
current data show that learners do fail to use benefactive verbs to show benefaction 
towards the referents in the context. 
The data indicate that learners fail to use benefactive verbs frequently. In fact, all 
subjects failed to use them in a number of instances during their interviews. Table C on 
the following page shows the numbers of times that learners failed to use benefactive 
verbs when it would have been felicitous to do so. The numbers in the gray boxes on the 
right side show the total numbers of times each subject failed to use benefactive verbs. 
The data show that subjects failed to produce benefactive verbs an average of 5.9 times 
during their interviews. As the data show, the number that they failed to use [gerund + 
kurereu] is the most frequent which is a total of 51 times. 
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Table C: Failure to use benefactive verbs-data summary 
 
 Alex, who used [gerund+ kureru] the most among the participants still failed to 
use it occasionally during the interview. One of the examples is the following excerpt. I 
asked Alex who he appreciates the most and he named his mother. He started to talk 
about his mother, who is a single mother and worked hard to raise him.  
[Excerpt 5: Alex] 
(1) Alex:   えーっと、一番感謝しているのは… 
Eetto, ichiban kansya shiteiru no wa 
 
(2) うーん、どうですかねえ… 
Uun, doo desu ka ne… 
 
(3) まあ、結局お母さんじゃないですか。 
Maa, kekkyoku okaasan janai desu ka. 
 
Object + Gerund+ Object + Gerund+ Object + Gerund+
#1 Meg 2 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 7 14
#2 John 6 0 0 9 0 0 0 1 10 13
#3 Chris 1.5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 13
#4 Eric 2 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 7 14
#5 Lisa 3.5 0 0 10 0 0 0 1 11 14
#6 Steve 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 5 9
#7 Alex 3 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 17
#8 Brian 2.5 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 11
#9 Kelly 5.5 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 6
#10 Daniel 2 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 16
Total 30 5 0 51 0 3 0 5 59 127























(4) Takizawa: ふーん。 
Fuun. 
 
(5) Alex:   本当に、なんか、九ヶ月風邪をひきながら、 
Hontoo ni, nanka, kyuu kagetsu kaze o hiki nagara, 
 
(6)          なんか僕を、なんか生んでましたね。 
Nanka boku o nanka undemashita ne. 
 
(7)          そう、シングルマザーで、 
Soo, shinguru mazaa de, 
 
(8)          毎日毎日自分のために働いてきました。  
Mainichi mainichi jibun no tameni hataraite kimashita. 
 
(9)          だから、一番感謝しているのは、お母さんでおります。 
Dakara, ichiban kansha shite iru no wa okaasan de orimasu. 
[English Translation] 
(1) Alex:    Well, the person I appreciate the most is… 
(2) Hmm, I wonder… 
(3) Well, after all, I guess that would be my mom? 
(4) Takizawa: Hmm. 
(5) Alex:    Honestly, like, while being sick for 9 months, 
(6) Like, she gave a birth to me, you know. 
(7) Yeah, as a single mother, 
(8) She has worked for myself every single day. 
(9) So, the person I appreciate the most is my mother. 
In this excerpt, although Alex was talking about who he appreciates the most, he did not 
use any benefactive verbs. To native speakers of Japanese, line (6) and (8) sound 
infelicitous due to lack of benefactive verbs. In line (6), he said undemashita ‘giving 
birth’ in reference to his mother. Here, it would have been ideal to use a benefactive verb: 
unde (giving a birth) + kuremashita to show his benefactive stance clearly. Similarly, in 
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line (8), Alex said hataraite kimashita ‘(she) has worked,” where he would have been 
able to show his benefactive stance by utilizing [gerund + kureru]: hataraite (work) + 
kuremashita. Although he failed to utilize benefactive verbs in this excerpt, he still 
attempted to take a stance. In line (9), he uttered jibun no tame ni ‘for the sake of 
myself.’ This shows his intention to project a benefactive stance. Nevertheless, failing to 
finalize the sentence with a benefactive verb resulted in his utterance sound infelicitous. 
Another remarkable finding was leaners’ tendency to use evaluative words such 
as adjectives to show their stance while failing to use benefactive verbs. One of the 
examples is from the interview with John. In this excerpt, I asked him if he had a 
memorable birthday when he was a child, or when he was in high school. He started to 
talk about how his parents would throw big parties for him when he was little. 
[Excerpt 6: John] 
(1) Takizawa: じゃあ、例えば小さいころとか、高校生のころとか。 
Jaa, tatoeba chiisai koro toka, kookoosee no koro toka. 
 
(2) John:     親は大きいパーティをしました。 
Oya wa ookii paati o shimashita. 
 
(3) Takizawa: ああ、そうですか。 
Aa, soo desu ka. 
 
(4) John:     毎年。親はいい親ですよ。 





(1) Takizawa:  Then, for example, when you were a child, or when you were in high 
school? 
(2) John:      My parents did a big party. 
(3) Takizawa:  Oh, is that so? 
(4) John:      Every year. My parents are good parents. 
John could have used an expression with a benefactive verb in line (2) to show his 
gratitude towards his parents. In this line, he was trying to explain his parents threw 
parties for him, but it almost sounds as if his parents had the party for themselves, not for 
the sake of John. Again, this is due to a lack of a benefactive verb. It would have been 
ideal to say Oya wa paati o shite + kuremashita. ‘My parents had a party for me.’ 
Although he did not his show a benefactive stance in line (2), he still attempted to show 
the stance in line (4), saying Oya wa ii oya desu yo. ‘My parents are good parents.’ The 
adjective, ii ‘good’ is clearly his evaluation of his parents. This implies that a learner 
might attempt to take a stance through some other construction, but fails to use 
benefactive verbs.  
  In excerpts 5 and 6, both participants failed to use benefactive verbs. However, 
they both attempted to project their stance by using stance indicators other than 
benefactive verbs: an adverb, tame ni ‘for the sake of’ and an adjective, ii ‘good.’ Both 
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examples suggest that learners are inclined to fail to use benefactive verbs, but they still 
attempt to compensate stance-taking by using other kinds of stance indicators. A similar 
example was observed in the interview with Lisa. In this excerpt, I questioned who she 
thinks is the most generous person she knows and she answered that her boyfriend is 
generous. I asked when she feels so and then she started to talk about what he does for 
her.  
[Excerpt 7: Lisa] 
(1) Takizawa:じゃあ、どんなときに、親切だなーとか、 
Jaa, donna toki ni, shinsetsu da naa toka 
 
(2) やさしいなーって思いますか？ 
Yasashii naa tte omoimasu ka? 
 
(3) Lisa:  はい、あの、いつも、小さいことを、彼はします。 
Hai, ano, itsu mo, chiisai koto o kare wa shimasu. 
 
(4) ときどき、あのー、掃除をします。 
Tokidoki, anoo, sooji o shimasu. 
 
(5) 私は、掃除が嫌いですから。 
Watashi wa sooji ga kirai desu kara. 
 
(6) あの、いつも彼は、私に任せてください。 
Ano, itsu mo kare wa, watashi ni makasete kudasai. 
 
(7) 私は、ありがとうございます。 
Watashi wa, arigatoo gozaimasu. 
 
(8) ＠小さい親切ですけど、とても大切です。 






(1) Takizawa: Then, when he is generous or, 
(2) kind you think? 
(3) Lisa:     Well, um, always, he does small stuff. 
(4) Sometimes, um, he cleans. 
(5) I don’t like to clean so, 
(6) Um, he is always like please leave it up to me. 
(7) I (say) thank you. 
(8) Haha, it is small kindness but very precious. 
 
From the excerpt as a whole, we can perceive that Lisa regards her boyfriend as kind and 
generous. However, Lisa did not use any benefactive verbs when she described what her 
boyfriend does for her. To native speakers of Japanese, line (3) and line (4) sound 
infelicitous, again because of the lack of benefactive verbs. For both lines, it would have 
been ideal to use [gerund + kureru]: shite kuremasu ‘he does it for me.’ She failed to use 
benefactive verbs to show gratitude, but she attempted to project her stance in (7) and line 
(8). In line (7), she is taking her stance by uttering a ritual expression, Arigatoo 
gizaimasu ‘Thank you,’ which is normally used when a speaker shows her/his gratitude 
to the interlocutor in person. Furthermore, she evaluated her boyfriend’s behavior in line 
(8), Chiisai shinsetsu desu kedo, totemo taisetsu desu. ‘It is small kindness but very 
precious.’ Both shinsetu ‘kindness’ and taisetsu ‘precious’ are evaluative words which 
show the speaker’s gratitude towards the referent. This excerpt shows one learner’s 
strategy, showing benefactive stance by uttering ritual expressions in talking about the 
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referent. 
Another similar example was observed during the interview with Kelly. She has 
studied Japanese for five and a half years. She also has experience of study abroad in 
Japan for a year. Before this excerpt, I asked her about her favorite teacher. She answered 
that would be her Japanese teacher when she was studying in Japan. I asked why she 
thinks so and she started to describe the teacher in a halting manner. 
[Excerpt 8: Kelly] 
(1) Kelly: なんか、先生は、よく、あの、時間、




Itsu de mo tasuke, tasukeru koto ga dekimasu kara.
(4) いつでも、今、なん、いつでも、いつでも、
Itsu de mo, ima, nan, itsu de mo, itsu de mo
(5) 時間があるから…うーん、あ、時間があっ…たり、
Jikan ga aru kara… uun, a, jikan ga a.. ttari
(6) なんかすごくやさしい人、だし、うーん、
Nanka sugoku yasashii hito da shi, uun,
(7) なんか先生の授業はいつも楽しかったです。
Nanka sensee no jugyoo wa itsu mo tanoshikatta desu.
[English translation] 
(1) Kelly:  Well, the teacher often um, time,
(2) Often, you know, umm.
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(3) Always help, can help so. 
(4) Always, now, any, whenever,  
(5) She has time… umm, oh, she had…time and 
(6) Like very kind person and, umm, 
(7) Well, the teacher’s class was always fun. 
 
Similar to the last three excerpts, there is no benefactive verb used here. In line (3), she is 
telling how her teacher “can” help. Instead of the potential expression, it would have been 
best to use [verb gerund + kureru]: tasukete kuremasu ‘helps me.’ In both line (6) and (7), 
she gave an evaluation of her teacher saying she was kind and her class was enjoyable. 
Again, this is another example of how a learner takes a stance via evaluation. 
In sum, it is very common for learners to fail to use expressions with benefactive 
verbs. However, other strategies of stance-taking have been observed: using evaluative 
adjectives and adverbs, a ritual expression that shows gratitude, and potential 
expressions. Nevertheless, it is important to note that even though one attempts to take a 
stance utilizing other kinds of stance indicators, it still sounds infelicitous if there are no 
benefactive verbs in a speaker’s comments about what the referent did for her/him.  
3.3. Do learners misuse benefactive verbs? 
 The third research question is, “Do learners misuse benefactive verbs?” I 
hypothesized that this would be the case due to the grammatical complexity of these 
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expressions; there are two verbs for ‘give,’ kureru and ageru; all have honorific and 
humble forms, and; all can combine with gerunds to indicate benefaction. In fact, the 
current data show that learners do misuse benefactive verbs when they display 
indebtedness towards the referent.  
Table D on the next page shows how many times each subject made errors on 
when they uttered expressions with benefactive verbs. The numbers in the gray boxes on 
the right show how many times each subject misused the expressions. They made errors 
regarding benefactive verbs an average of 1.8 times. One of the errors that I expected to 
be common was that learners would overgeneralize ageru ‘give to out-group.’ As I 
assumed, some learners did use ageru when they were supposed to use kureru. However, 
this error was not as frequent as I expected. This error happened only five times among 
all interviews with all subjects and there were only two subjects who made this error: 







Table D: Misuse of benefactive verbs-data summary 
 
 The following excerpt is typical of overgeneralization of ageru. Chris is a 300-
level Japanese student and has been learning Japanese for about a year and a half. I asked 
him who he appreciates the most and he named his father and his teacher.  
[Excerpt 9: Chris] 
(1) Takizwa:  誰に一番感謝していますか？ 
Dare ni ichiban kansha shite imasu ka? 
 
(2) Chris:    父と先生。 
Chichi to sensei. 
 
(3) Takizawa: あ、そうですか。  
A, soo desu ka. 
 
(4) じゃあ、どうしてお父さん？ 
Jaa, doo shite otoosan? 
 
Object + Gerund+ Object + Gerund+ Object + Gerund+
#1 Meg 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 14
#2 John 6 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 13
#3 Chris 1.5 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 13
#4 Eric 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
#5 Lisa 3.5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 14
#6 Steve 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 9
#7 Alex 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17
#8 Brian 2.5 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 11
#9 Kelly 5.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
#10 Daniel 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 4 16
Total 30 5 4 4 1 2 4 3 18 127























(5) Chris:    父は、まあ… 
Chichi wa, maa… 
 
(6) 例えば、まあ、金がなければ、 
Tatoeba, maa, okane ga nakereba 
 
(7) この大学に行けないはずだったのに、 
Kono daigaku ni ikenai hazu datta no ni 
 
(8) 父が手伝ってあげました。  





(1) Takizawa:  Who do you appreciate the most? 
(2) Chris:     My father and teachers. 
(3) Takizawa:  Oh is that so? 
(4) Then, why your father? 
(5) Chis:      My father, well… 
(6) For example, well, if it were not for money, 
(7) I should not be able to go to this college, but, 
(8) My father supported + agemashita.  
 
 
In this excerpt, Chris is explaining how he appreciates his father for supporting him to go 
to college. In line (6) and (7), a number of expressions that he learned in 200 and 300 
Japanese class were utilized: negative of provisional form nakereba ‘if it were not for,’ 
potential verb ikenai ‘is not able to go,’ hazu ‘should not,’ and no ni ‘in spite of.’ Chris 
utilized those grammatical devices correctly. However, in line (8), he used the incorrect 
benefactive verb; he used ageru instead of kureru. Chris is the receiver of the action in 
the context, hence, it is correct to use tetsudatte kuremashita ‘(my father) supported me.’ 
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Chris made the same error three times in total during the interview. Even though he has 
good control of other expressions that he learned in 300-level Japanese class, such as 
provisional form or potential verbs, he still makes errors in benefactive verbs which were 
introduced in the 200-level Japanese class. These data demonstrate how hard the 
expressions can be for learners to fully acquire.  
Other than overgeneralization of ageru, some errors in grammatical forms were 
observed. The following excerpt gives us one of the the typical examples. Before the 
excerpt, I asked Brian whom he appreciates the most, and he named his teacher, Mr. 
Suzuki. He explained that Mr.Suzuki took care of him and I asked him to elaborate.  
[Excerpt 10: Brian] 
(1) Takizawa: じゃ、鈴木先生はどんな、あの、お世話になったっていうのは 
Ja, suzuki sensei wa, donna, ano, osewa ni natta tte iu no wa, 
 
(2) 例えばどんなことをお世話になったんですか？ 
Tatoeba, donna koto o osewa ni natta n desu ka? 
 
(3) Brian:    まあ、わたしは、そのときに 
Maa, watashi wa sono toki ni 
 
(4) わたしは日本語の 1 年生でしたから、 
Watashi wa nihongo no ichi nensei deshita kara, 
 
(5) 私は鈴木先生と TA オフィスに先生に行って、 
Watashi wa Suzuki sensei to TA ofisu ni itte, 
 
(6) えーと、宿題とかを手伝いもらいました。 




(7) Takizawa: ふーん、なるほどね。 
Huun, naruhodo ne. 
 
(8) Brian:    [whisper] 手伝ってもらいました。 




(1) Takizawa: Then, Suzuki-sensei, what kind, umm, when you say he took care, 
(2) For instance, what kind of things did he take care for you? 
(3) Brian:    Well, I, back then, 
(4) I was in the first year of Japanese class, so, 
(5) I would go to the TA office with Suzuki-sensei and, 
(6) Umm, I have him help (stem) + moraimashita my homework, etc. 
(7) Takizawa: Hmm, I see. 
(8) Brian:    [whisper] I had him help (gerund) + moraimashita.  
 
In line (6), Brian explained how his teacher helped him with his assignments and said 
tetsudai moraimashita ‘received help,’ yet, this is grammatically incorrect. Testudai is 
the stem form of the verb tetsudau ‘help.’ Benefactive verbs are conjugated with the 
gerund from – in this case, tetsudatte. He made an error in line (9), saying tesudai 
moraimashita where tetsudatte moraimashita would have been correct. Nevertheless, 
immediately after the interviewer said naruhodo ne ‘I see,’ Brian corrected his former 
utterance whispering, testudatte moraimashita with a gerund form. According to Kormos 
(1999), who explored the self-repair in the second language by reviewing the 
psycholinguistic research on self-repair, “Self-corrections are overt manifestations of the 
monitoring process” (p. 315). That is to say, his self-correction of the benefactive verb in 
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line (8) shows how a learner monitors his own language use. 
 Thus far, I have analyzed two kinds of misusage: overgeneralizing of ageru and 
using an incorrect verb form before benefactive verbs. Another typical error that I 
observed is using an incorrect particle for the benefactive verbs. The following excerpt 
from Steve’s interview gives us a typical example. Steve has been studying Japanese for 
the last two years and studied in Japan for a year. Before the excerpt, I asked him if there 
was any person who took care of him while he was in Japan. Steve started to talk about 
his program director, Tanaka-san, who helped him when he was an international student. 
[Excerpt 11: Steve] 
(1) Steve:  お世話になった人は、田中さんです。 
Osewa ni natta hito wa, Tanaka san desu. 
 
(2) 田中さんは、あー、大阪大学の、うーん、 
Tanaka-san wa, aa, oosaka-daigaku no, unn, 
 
(3) 国際学生センターのプログラムディレクターです。 
Kokusai gakusee sentaa no puroguramu direkutaa desu. 
 
(4) あー、留学生が、質問があったら、あ、田中さん、に聞いて、 
Aa, ryuugakusee ga shitsumon ga attara, a, Tanaka san ni kiite, 
 
(5) 田中さん、あー、が？田中さんに？ 







(1) Steve:  The person who took care of me, is Tanaka-san. 
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(2) Tanaka-san is, umm, Osaka University’s umm, 
(3) Program director of the international student center. 
(4) Umm, when the international students have questions, ah, ask Tanaka-san,  
(5) Tanaka-san, umm, is (ga)? For (ni) Tanaka-san? 
(6) Help us + kudasaimasu. 
 
His rising tone in line (5) shows his uncertainty of which particle he should use, either ga 
or ni. In this line, Steve is attempting to explain he appreciates Tanaka-san for helping the 
international students. There are two possible ways to describe this context:  
I. Tanaka-san ga tasukete kuremasu/ kudasaimasu.  
‘Tanaka-san helps us.’ (lit. ‘Tanaka-san give us helping’) 
II. Tanakasan ni tasukete moraimasu/ itadakimasu.  
         ‘(We) had Tanaka-san help us’ (lit.‘We receive helping fromTanaka-san.’) 
As the first sentence shows, if the speaker is using kuremasu/ kudasaimasu ‘give to in-
group,’ s/he needs to mark Tanaka-san as the subject of the action by using subject 
marker ga. On the other hand, as the latter example shows, if the speaker is using 
moraimasu/itadakimasu ‘in-group receives,’ s/he needs to mark Tanaka-san as the 
starting point of the action by using particle ni. Hence, in the excerpt above, since Steve 
is using kudasaimasu ‘give to in-group,’ marking Tanaka-san as the subject using particle 
ga would be the correct usage. However, he was uncertain which particle he ought to use 
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and ended up uttering both particle ga and ni. Considering the fact that both are 
indispensable particles for assembling sentences with benefactive verbs, he knew one of 
them was correct, but he was not confident about which to use. It is important to note 
here that the need to choose the right particle for the nouns associated with benefactive 
verbs contributes to the complexity of these verbs for learners. 
In addition to the foregoing examples of errors that the participants made in the 
interviews (incorrect benefactive verbs, incorrect form before the benefactive verbs, and 
incorrect particles), learners showed confusion due to the complexity benefactive verbs. 
Before this excerpt, I asked Daniel who he appreciates the most and he started to explain 
that he appreciates his parents. 
 
[Excerpt 12: Daniel] 
 
(1) Daniel:   えー…まあ、いろいろな人がいます。 
Ee…maa, iroiro na hito ga imasu. 
 
(2) ま、特に両親に感謝の感じがあります。 
Ma, toku ni ryooshin ni kansha no kanji ga arimasu. 
 
(3) えっと、もちろん、両親が子供の時から、 
Etto, mochiron, ryooshin ga kodomo no toki kara, 
 
(4) えーと、そだ…育てたでしょ。 
Eeto, soda… sodateta desho. 
 
(5) それに、わたしの問題に聞いて、 





Eeto… un, e, un, yoku… 
 
(7) せいじ、あ、もらい？もらいました？あげました？ 









Seiji wa nan desu ka? 
  
(11) 守ると、育てるの…あ、せわ！世話しました！ 
Mamoru to, sodateru no… a, sewa! Sewa shimashita! 
 
(12) 世話をくれて、えーと、まあ、いい人と思います。 




(1) Daniel:   Umm, well, there are many people. 
(2) Well, especially, I have appreciation towards my parents. 
(3) Well, of course, since I was a child, my parents 
(4) Umm, rai…raised me, you know. 
(5) Moreover, they listen to my problem and, 
(6) Umm…um, well, um, often… 
(7) Seiji, um, recei? Received (moraimashita)? Gave (agemashita)? 
(8) Takizawa: Seiji? 
(9) Daniel:   Gave (kuremashita) seiji? 
(10) Takizawa: What is seiji? 
(11) Daniel:   To protect and raise…oh! Sewa! (care) They took care of me! 
(12) Give (kuremashita) care of me and well, I think they are good 
people. 
 
In line (7), he says moraimashita and agemashita with a rising intonation, asking himself 
and the interviewer which is the right verb to use. I displayed my confusion in line (8) 
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saying seiji? He realized that there was miscommunication between him and the 
interviewer and said Seiji kuremashita? in line (9). Within line (7) and (9), he supposed 
the miscommunication occurred because of his incorrect usage of benefactive verbs and 
tried listing different benefactive verbs. However, the miscommunication was rather due 
to the word seiji (‘government,’ which didn’t make sense in this context). In spite of his 
attempting to use moraimashita, agemashita and kuremashita, I still did not apprehend 
what he intended to say and asked him what he had meant by seiji in line (10). I sensed 
that seiji was not the word he wanted here since it would not fit in this context. In line 
(11), he tried to explain what he meant by seiji, describing the definition, and finally 
recalling the correct word, sewa ‘care.’ In line (12), he corrected himself, sewa o kurete 
‘(they) give care,’ where it would have been ideal to say, sewa o shite kurete with the 
verb gerund of suru ‘do.’ This excerpt constitutes one example of a learner’s awareness 
of the complexity of benefactive verbs.  
This section examined the misuse of benefactive verbs observed in the 
interviews. In sum, the present data show that learners of Japanese do misuse the 
benefactive verbs. The errors that they made include overgeneralization of ageru (using 
ageru instead of kureru), using an incorrect verb form (not gerund) in combination with 
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The previous chapter analyzed the transcription of the interviews and explored the 
research questions. These are the results thus far: 
(1) Do learners use benefactive verbs?  
Yes, they do use, (or attempt to use) benefactive verbs to show their benefactive 
stance. Yet, difficulties that learners face also emerged, especially in utilizing multiple 
stance indicators in the same context and generating the expressions accurately and 
automatically.  
(2)  Do they fail to use benefactive verbs? 
Yes, the current data show that learners also fail to use benefactive verbs in contexts 
where they are called for. At the same time, other strategies for stance-taking emerged 
such as using evaluative adjectives, adverbs, ritual expressions, and potential expressions.  
(3) Do they misuse benefactive verbs? 
Yes, they do misuse benefactive verbs. The common errors are: overgeneralizing 
ageru, using incorrect verb forms before benefactive verbs, and using incorrect particles 
associated with the benefactive verbs.  




(1)  Are there any generalizations to be made about the usage of these stance 
indicators?  
(2)  How do learners see benefactive verbs? Do they see as stance indicators? 
(3)  What are pedagogical implications based on the current research? 
4.1. Are there any generalizations to be made about the usage of these stance 
indicators? 
As analyzed in the last chapter, learners are inclined to fail to use benefactive 
verbs, but they attempt to take a stance using different stance indicators, especially 
utilizing evaluative adjectives or adverbs. As a Japanese speaker, I experienced moments 
when I felt that participants overused evaluative words during the interview.  
The following is the excerpt from the interview with Meg. I asked who her 
favorite teacher is and she answered Ms. Honda, who is a lecturer at her university. I 
asked why she likes her and she started to describe her personality and her work ethic, 
answering she is smart, kind and a hard-worker. 
[Excerpt 13: Meg] 
(1) Meg: えっと、やさしく、頭がいいって、 





Nihon go o oshieru koto o isshookenmee shimasu.  
[English Translation] 
(1) Meg:  Well, (she) is kind, smart and, 
(2) works hard on teaching Japanese. 
 
As shown in the excerpt above, to answer why she likes her teacher, Meg only evaluated 
her teacher’s personality and her work ethic. In line (2), she could have said Nihongo o 
isshookenmee oshiete kuremasu ‘works hard on teaching Japanese for us’ to clarify her 
interpersonal stance towards the teacher. However, she did not use benefactive verbs; 
rather she focused on an evaluation of the teacher’s work. 
 Another example is from the interview with Lisa. The following excerpt 
occurred when she was explaining why she liked her teacher in elementary school. She 
explained that she liked the teacher because of his teaching approach and a song he sang 
in class that was weird. 
[Excerpt 14: Lisa] 
(1) Takizawa: なんでその先生が一番好きですか？ 
Nande sono sensei ga suki desu ka? 
 
(2) Lisa:     あの、変な教え方を使いました。 
Ano, hen na oshiekata o tsukaimashita. 
 
(3) とても変でした。@@ 





Ano, aru hi jugyoo no zenbu wa utaimashita. 
 
(5)       とても変な歌でした。 
Totemo hen na uta deshita. 
 
(6)       いい歌じゃなかったです。@@ 




(1) Takizawa: Why do you like the teacher the most? 
(2) Lisa:     Um, (he) used a weird way of teaching. 
(3) It was very weird. Hahaha. 
(4) Um, one day, (he) sang the whole time during class. 
(5) It was a very weird song. 
(6) It was not a good song. Hahaha. 
In line (2), (3), and (5), Lisa used hen ‘weird’ to evaluate her teacher’s teaching approach 
and his song. Also, she evaluated the teacher’s song again by commenting ii uta ja 
nakatta ‘it was not a good song.’ As I mentioned in the first chapter, evaluative adjectives 
such as ‘weird,’ or ‘not good’ are categorized as evaluations are also stance indicators. 
However, they do not make it clear that one is being respectful and being thankful to the 
person. Since Lisa only evaluated her teacher’s teaching approach and his song as hen 
‘weird’ or ii uta janakatta ‘was not a good song,’ the reason why she likes the teacher is 
not really clear. If she had said hen na uta o utatte kuremashita ‘he sang a wired song for 
us,’ it would have been somewhat clearer that song affected Lisa positively and she 
appreciates him for it, which could have implied that that is why she liked the teacher.  
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The following is another example of how a learner overused evaluation for 
stance-taking. I asked Eric if there is any person who took care of him when he was 
traveling. He started to talk about his tour guide when he went to Israel with his 
grandmother. He described the tour guide using evaluative words. 
[Excerpt15: Eric] 
(1) Eric:     あ、観光の案内の人、えっと、と会いました。 
A, kankoo no annai no hito, etto, to aimashita. 
(2) えっと、うーん、おもしろい人物だと思いました。
Etto, uun, omoshiroi jinbutsu da to omoimashita.
(3) Takizawa: ふーん、どうしてですか？
Fuun, dooshite desu ka? 
(4) Eric:     えっとー、うーん、いつも、えっとー、ちょっとうるさい、 
Ettoo, uun, itsumo ettoo, chotto urusai, 
(5) けど、うーん…うるさいし、えっと、えー、運転がすごく悪いし、
kedo, unn…urusai shi, etto, eee, unten ga sugoku warui shi,
(6) それでも、えっと、優しい人でした。
Sore de mo, etto, yasashii hito deshita.
(7) Takizawa: え、例えば、どんなことで優しいと思いましたか？
E, tatoeba, donna koto de yasashii to omoimashita ka? 
(8) Eric:     おばあちゃんと、えっと、あ、旅行、する、したんですが、 
Obaachan to, etto, a, ryokoo suru, shita n desu ga, 
(9) えっと、その人はいつもおばあちゃんに優しかったんです。
Etto, sono hito wa itsu mo obaachan ni yasashikatta n desu.
[English translation] 
(1) Eric:     Um, we met a tour guide. 
(2) Um, I thought he is a funny person.
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(3) Takizawa: Hmm, why?
(4) Eric: Well, umm, always a bit loud 
(5) But, Umm… loud and well, umm, bad at driving
(6) But still, umm, he was kind.
(7) Takizawa: Well, what kind of things made you think he was kind for instance?
(8) Eric: I travel, ah, traveled with my grandma, but, 
(9) You know, that person always kind to her.
Eric evaluated the tour guide using a number of evaluative words: omoshiroi ‘funny,’ 
urusai ‘loud,’ unten ga warui, ‘bat at driving,’ and yasashii ‘kind.’ Although the 
interviewer tried to elicit what the tour guide did for him in line (7) by asking for a 
specific reason, he continued to evaluate the driver’s actions, saying yasashii ‘kind.’ 
While I conducted the interviews, I realized that the participants tend to evaluate the 
referents or their actions by using evaluative words but fail to describe what the referents 
did for them, which would have revealed some interpersonal stance between the speaker 
and the referent. 
Furthermore, some subjects commented that their patents are “good parents” or 
“good people” during the interviews. For example, John commented his parents are ii oya 
‘good parents’ in the excerpt [6], line (4) when he was talking about his birthday when he 
was a child. Daniel, also evaluated his parents positively in the excerpt [12], line (12), 
saying he thinks they are ii hito ‘good people.’ Another example is from the interview 
with Kelly when she was asked who she thinks the most generous person around her is. 
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[Excerpt 16: Kelly] 
(1) Kelly:   うーん…難しい。 
Unn…muzukashii. 
(2) でも、私の母はすごく優しい人と思います。
Demo, watashi no haha wa sugoku yasashii hito to omoimasu.
[English translation] 
(1) Kelly: Hmm… it is hard.
(2) But, I think my mother is a very kind person.
She described her mother as ‘a very kind person,’ which is a positive evaluation of her 
own mother. However, this kind of comment sounds infelicitous to native speakers of 
Japanese because it is not common to speak highly of one’s in-group members, especially 
family members, in public. Speakers may talk about what their parents did for them. But 
this is not the same as giving a positive evaluation of one’s parents in public, which might 
sound arrogant. The participants in this study had clearly learned that being humble is 
important in Japanese culture (for example, avoiding or rejecting compliments on their 
Japanese ability) in classroom. Yet they are not fully aware that part of humility in Japan 
is to avoid evaluating one’s own family members highly to outsiders. 
4.2. Learners’ view of benefactive verbs 
In this section, I explore a benefactive stance from the learner’s perspective. In 
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the post-interviews, I asked the participants the following questions in English: 
(1) What kind of feeling, or stance do you think you can show by using expressions with
benefactive verbs? 
(2) When do you think you need to use expressions with benefactive verbs?
(3) Do you consider these expressions difficult?
(4) Do you feel comfortable using them?
For the first two question (1) and (2), in fact, all participants answered that a 
speaker can acknowledge their indebtedness, appreciation, thankfulness, or gratitude by 
using expressions with benefactive verbs. However, some learners mentioned that 
benefactive verbs are used to only emphasize thankfulness rather than they are an 
indispensable element. Kelly commented, “In a normal conversation, I do not use it, like 
when I am talking with friends. I use it when I received something meaningful.” Daniel’s 
response was somewhat similar: “They are used when you ask a favor. So if a teacher 
taught you something, I do not feel obligated to use them, since it is their job. They are 
used for an emotional moment, not used for small things. I think they emphasize they did 
something for you.” As these comments show, some learners believe that benefactive 
verbs are used only when a speaker benefitted in a meaningful way or when s/he asked a 
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favor, or when the speaker wants to emphasize their gratitude. These assumptions can be 
the source of miscommunication or misunderstanding because the learners then fail to 
take a benefactive stance when it is ideal to do so. 
In reply to questions (3) and (4), eight participants answered that they consider 
that expressions with benefactive verbs are difficult and they do not feel comfortable 
using the expressions. Only two of the participants answered that they found the 
expressions simple and easy to control. 
Kelly who finds them difficult, commented, “The structure itself is difficult. I do 
not feel like using it correctly and I forget to use it.” Steve also answered that they are 
difficult and commented, “When I speak Japanese, I get nervous and tried to finish 
quickly and forget to use it.” Lisa, mentioned that she understands the concept, but 
considers that it is hard to produce them automatically: “They are difficult because there 
are just so many verbs. And in the moment, when I am speaking in Japanese, I am 
thinking about what I am trying to say, and need to think about which [benefactive] verbs 
to add, too.” Eight out of ten participants answered that they consider expressions with 
benefactive verbs to be difficult to manage and they end up forgetting to use them or 
avoiding them altogether. 
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 On the other hand, two learners, Brian and Alex, consider that the expressions 
are not really difficult and feel comfortable using them. Brian, who self-studied 
benefactive verbs in Japan commented, “It is not really difficult. At first, it took a little bit 
of thinking, but once I figured it out, it just sort of became my vernacular. ” Alex, who 
studied the expressions in a summer intensive course at Portland State and went to Japan 
right after the summer course said, “At first, it was really hard, and then it just clicked. At 
one point, something clicked. Maybe because I heard them a lot in Japan.”  
What they have in common is that it took some time to understand the concept at 
first, but they had a moment that ‘it clicked’ or they ‘figured it out’ and came to have 
better control over them. In addition to it, they were both living in Japan and immersing 
themselves in a Japanese speaking environment when they were acquiring the 
expressions. As Pizziconi (2000) says, benefactive verbs “suggest a strong relevance of 
the language-specific, culture-based conventional conceptualization that they index, i.e. 
the notion of benefit that can develop in natural interaction” (p. 383). It can be considered 
that the development of the notion of “benefit” may be related to how much the learners 
interact with Japanese native speakers; however, the number of subjects is too limited and 
I do not posit any assumptions here.  
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4.3. Pedagogical implication 
In this section, I would like to examine ways to promote learners’ awareness of 
benefactive stance in Japanese culture. 
4.3.1. Can we operationalize the notion of benefactive stance for the classroom? 
To gain some sense of how the expressions with benefactive verbs are being 
taught in Japanese language classroom, I would like to explore they are introduced in JFL 
textbooks. Here are some examples of how JFL textbooks introduce [verb gerund + 
benefactive verbs]: 
(1) We have long been familiar with the request patterns/gerund + kudasai/ and
/gerund + kudasaimasen ka/, which request the ‘giving’ of actualized action
represented by the verbal. We now extend those patterns to include not only all
forms of kudasaru, but also all forms of the other four verbals of giving.
In general terms, /verbal gerund X + verbal of giving/ = ‘performance of X for the 
benefit of someone.’ The performer of the activity, if expressed, is followed by ga 
(or wa) and the benefactor (the person ‘to whom’ the action is given) by particle 
ni. [Example sentences]. The verbal of giving may, of course, occur in a negative 
derivative form: [Example sentences] or, in the cases of yaru, ageru, and 
sasiageru, it can appear in a tai- derivative form: [Example sentences]. The 
accentuation of this pattern is parallel to that of /gerund + oku/ and /gerund + 
simau/.  
The frequency of the pattern using verbal of giving cannot be overestimated. 
Probably the greatest difficulty it poses for the foreign students is simply to 
remember to use it. It often occurs in Japanese when the English equivalent 
contains nothing parallel – a further reminder that Japanese is not a translation of 
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English! Consider these Examples: [Example sentences]. In the both cases, 
Japanese overtly indicates the relationship of the speaker to the action as that of 
benefactor, and assigns directionality to the activity. 
(Japanese: The Spoken Language [JSL] Part 2 pp.113-114) 
(2) We learned in Lesson 14 that the verbs kureru, ageru, and morau describe
transaction of things. Here we will learn the use of these words as helping verbs.
When these [giving and receiving] verbs follow the te-form of a verb, they
describe the giving and receiving of service.
Te-form+ageru:  I do something for you. 
You do something for others.  
I do something for others.  
Somebody does something for somebody else. 
Te-form+kureru: Somebody does something for me. 
You do something for me.  
Somebody does something for you. 
We use the te-form + ageru when we do something for the sake of others, or 
somebody does something for somebody else. The addition of the helping verb 
ageru does not change the basic meaning of sentences, but puts focus on the fact 
that the actions were performed “on demand” or “as a favor.” [Example 
sentences] We use kureru when somebody does something for us. [Example 
sentences] We use the te-form + morau to say that we get, persuade, or arrange 
for, somebody to do something for us. In other words, we “receive” somebody’s 
favor. The person performing the action for us is accompanied by the particle ni. 
[Example sentences] Compare the last sentence with the kureru version below. 
They describe more or less the same event, but the subject are different. In morau 
sentences, the subject is the beneficiary. In kureru sentences, the subject is the 
benefactor.  
(Genki 2 pp.74-75) 
(3) In Japanese, an action that is done for the benefit of someone else can be
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expressed by using the te-form with the verbs of giving and receiving. Like 
kureru and kudasaru, the recipient of the te-form of the verb + kureru/kudasaru is 
the speaker or a member of the speaker’s in-group. The giver can be anyone but 
the speaker. Kudasaru is used when the giver is an out-group person who is 
socially superior to the speaker.  
The in-group/out-group distinction can be applied in social context other than 
family. For example, the members of the speaker’s company comprise an in-group 
in contrast with those who do not belong to that company. In this case, use 
kudasaru when a customer, who is regarded as social superior to company 
members in a business context, does something for any member of the company, 
including the speaker’s boss, or even the company president (who would be 
considered the speaker’s superior in a strictly in-company relationship).[Example 
sentence] 
The te-form of the verb + kudasai and the te-form of the verb + kureru/kudasaru 
are derived from this structure. 
The recipient of a favor need not be overtly marked when it is obvious. [Example 
sentence]  
(Nakama 2 pp. 389-390) 
JSL and Nakama explain these verbs using the word, “benefit” which indicates 
that the subject gains something from others when the expressions are used. On the other 
hand, Genki, mainly gives translations of each expression such as “somebody did 
something for us” for [verbs gerund + kureru]. 
JSL is the only textbook that emphasizes the frequency of the occurrence of the 
expressions in Japanese conversation, and also explains that the challenge for learners is 
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to remember to use them. This is a good reminder to learners that they should expect to 
hear (and use) these expressions; learners should be aware and monitor their own and 
native speakers’ use of these expressions. What is unique about Nakama is that it 
mentions how the uchi-soto distinction can change depends on the situation by offering 
an example of a business setting and how the distinction and the context affect the use of 
benefactive verbs. 
Overall, JFL textbooks explain the expressions as giving and receiving an 
action/performance/service, yet do not talk about what kind of stance or feeling a speaker 
can express by using them. It is hard to find anything in these explanations that could be 
interpreted as related to an interpersonal stance, such as showing appreciation, gratitude, 
or being thankful to the giver. I consider that these explanations are not sufficient for 
learners to fully understand what kind of stance and feeling one can index by using these 
expressions and why they are frequently used in Japanese language. 
How can we operationalize the theoretical construct of stance such that it is 
applicable in teaching? I suggest that textbooks might make better use of what are called 




Keywords are a theoretical construct that is readily turned into something that 
learners can understand. In Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, Williams 
(1976) lists and explains keywords in American culture such as Capitalism, Civilization, 
Democracy, Liberal, etc. He regards keywords as vocabulary items that bound practices 
and ideas together in a culture and society: “I call [these] Keywords in two connected 
senses: they are significant, binding words in certain activities and their interpretation; 
they are significant, indicative words in certain forms of thought. Certain uses bound 
together certain ways of seeing culture and society, not least in these two most general 
words” (p. 13). 
In Understanding Culture through Key Words,” Wierzbicka (1997) explores 
keywords in different cultures, including English, Russian, Polish, German, and Japanese, 
to elucidate the important concepts of each culture. She emphasizes that there are certain 
words that are particularly important to the culture and learning those keywords helps us 
to understand the cultural values and mores: “a key words such as enryo (roughly 
‘interpersonal restraint’), on (roughly ‘debt of gratitude’) and omoiyari (roughly 
‘benefactive empathy’) in Japanese can lead us to the center of a whole complex of 
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cultural values and attitudes, expressed, inter alia, in common conversational routines and 
revealing a whole network of-culture-specific ‘cultural scripts’ ” (p. 17). 
In more recent work, Ghaziani and Ventresca (2005) explore how economic 
keywords have changed over a 25 year period and how the keywords capture cultural 
change over a period of time in the society. They argue that keywords are produced and 
used in a specific area or a period of time in a certain society, yet the meaning is common 
enough that notions can be shared globally: “there is a tension between producing a 
keyword that is at once specific to local contexts while remaining general enough to 
engage a collective, global audience” (p. 525). 
What Williams, Wierzbicka, and Ghaziani and Ventresca have in common is that 
keywords are items of vocabulary that express central concepts of a certain culture or 
society; they can be a tool to share the core concept of the culture. In other words, 
keywords literally can be a “key” for us to unlock an intricate cultural value or social 
structure. 
Wierzbicka lists Japanese keywords including amae ‘dependence,’ enryo 
‘restraint,’ wa ‘harmony,’ on ‘obligation,’ giri ‘duty,’ seishin ‘spirit’ and omoiyari 
‘empathy.’ These keywords are fundamental notions that Japanese people share; they can 
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be keys for learners to understand Japanese cultural value. It is also important to note that 
some of these keywords closely relate to the acts of giving and receiving. Let us see an 
example of omoiyari ‘empathy,’ on ‘obligation’, and giri ‘duty’ and how the keywords 
embrace the concept of giving and receiving. In Wierzbicka’s book, she breaks down on 
as follows: 
(a) X thinks about someone:
(b) this person did something good for me.
(c) I couldn’t do something like this for this person
(d) I have to think about this always
(e) I have to do good things for this person because of this
(f) if this person wants me to do something I have to do it.
(g) X feels something bad because of this
(Understanding Culture through Key Words p. 279) 
As shown above, the keyword, on, is clearly related to the concept of giving and 
receiving. Someone does something good for X, and X feels obligated to give something 
good back to the giver. 
Giri ‘duty’, also concerns the idea of giving and receiving. Wierzbicka 
formulates giri as follows: 
(a) X thinks something like this about someone:
(b) I have to do good things for person Y
(c) if I don’t do this it will be bad
(d) if I don’t do this, Y can feel something bad
(e) people will say bad things about me because of this
(f) I don’t want this
(g) because of this, I have to do good things for Y
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(h) I have to think about this
(Understanding Culture through Key Words p. 280) 
Another keyword is omoiyari. Wierzbicka portrays omoiyari as follows: 
(a) X thinks someone like this:
(b) I think I can know what this person feels
(c) I think I can know what this person wants
(d) I can do something good for this person because of this
(e) I want to do this
(f) this person doesn’t have to say anything
(g) because of this, X does something
(h) people think: this is good
(Understanding Culture through Key Words p. 280) 
Based on the formula, omoiyari, also embraces the concept of giving and receiving, 
which described in line (d). Briefly, X perceives other’s want and X wants to do 
something good for this person. And, it is perceived as good in the society. 
If on, giri and omoiyari are important in Japanese society, it is also important 
that we recognize a speaker’s awareness of these concepts through language use. And 
expressions with benefactive verbs are fundamental devices to mark speaker’s feeling of 
on and giri, as well as omoiyari. 
When a new expression is introduced in class, especially benefactive verbs, the 
focus usually is on a grammatical explanation (due perhaps to their complexity). As a 
result, learner attention focuses on the grammar rather than the cultural aspects of the 
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expressions. Especially because there are no equivalent expressions in their own language 
system, I claim that learners should be encouraged to understand the whole concept of 
benefaction in Japanese. This includes: what these verbs mean, when they are used (usage 
in a situated context), how they are used (grammatical patterns), and why they are used 
(understanding why the expressions are used in the culture). I suggest that introducing 
them by integrating with keywords can be effective. 
In fact, Alex, who has the best proficiency of benefactive verbs mentioned some 
keywords in Japanese culture during the post-interview. He commented as follows: “They 
[Japanese] really hold close, um, kind of like, kindness, ongaeshi [‘reciprocation’] or 
omoiyari [‘empathy’], like give something and give them back something, like that kind 
of relationship. Giving and receiving is very important in Japanese culture and that is 
why we have those kinds of expressions.” I would like to emphasize two facts: Alex 
understands an important concept of Japanese culture and he has good control over the 
expressions. This is not coincidental. He is aware of the concept and his awareness is 
related to his proficiency in the expressions. 
As Pizziconi (2000) states, “successful acquisition of a language entails an 
understanding of the cultural values and (salient) attitudes to those values in a linguistic 
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community.” Through keywords, learners have an entry to understanding benefaction and 
they help learners to understand why the use of benefactive verbs is important in 
Japanese culture, and regards them as indispensable stance-indicators in Japanese. 
Integrating keywords into our pedagogical analysis of benefactive verbs will improve 





In the first chapter, I defined stance as “an act taken by a speaker or a writer to 
show his/her attitude, personal evaluation, and/or feelings towards the entities or person 
within the social context.” The role of stance-taking is to show one’s attitude, evaluation, 
feeling in a social context and it always involves the referent, the interlocutor, and the 
audience. Successful stance-taking always invloves cultural coherence. Therefore, 
learners of a foreign language should be aware of the way in which native speakers of the 
target language take a stance and what kind of grammatical devices, or stance indicators 
can be marshaled for stance-taking. 
Benefactive verbs are indispensable stance indicators in Japanese to show 
gratitude. However, since the grammar is extremely complex and there are no equivalent 
expressions in English, I assumed that learners are not able to manage the use of 
expressions and are not able to take a benefactive stance. 
By analyzing the transcription of data collected from JFL learners via narrative 
interviews, the following hypotheses were born out: (1) learners do use (or attempt to 
use) benefactive verbs to indicate stance, (2) they also fail to use benefactive verbs in 
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contexts where they are called for, and (3) they misuse benefactive verbs. Furthermore, 
the transcription showed that even when learners fail to use benefactive verbs, they still 
attempt to take a stance using strategies other than benefactive verbs, such as evaluative 
adjectives, adverbs, potential expressions, or ritual expressions that show appreciation. 
Nevertheless, it is important to note that these strategies do not display their interpersonal 
stance of benefaction between the speaker and the referent in a culturally coherent way.  
The post-interviews revealed learners’ awareness of benefactive verbs. In fact, 
all subjects were aware that expressions with benefactive verbs can index the speaker’s 
appreciation and indebtedness, yet most of them find the expressions difficult and are not 
confident managing them. Moreover, some learners did not have a full understanding of 
when the expressions are used and they did not regard the expressions as indispensable 
stance-taking indicators. This kind of underestimation and misunderstanding surely 
affects their usage of benefactive verbs and can account for their failure to use or misuse 
the expressions.  
The data and post-interviews showed how difficult the expressions are for JFL 
learners and there are a number of difficulties that learners are facing for the acquisition 
of the expressions, such as the understanding the grammar, when to use them, remember 
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to use them in a conversation, and using them automatically and correctly. To promote 
learners’ awareness towards the benefactive stance shown by the expressions with 
benefactive verbs, I claim that introducing keywords into classroom can be effective. 
Keywords such as omoiyari, on, and giri are one of the most important concepts that 
people share in Japanese culture. I believe that introducing those keywords with 
benefactive verbs in classroom will help learners to understand the core concept of 
Japanese culture and how they are related to a benefactive stance. 
This study examined ten learner’s stance-taking in Japanese focusing on how 
they take a benefactive stance. However, in order to gain more understanding of learners’ 
disposition toward stance-taking, data from a larger number of learners are needed. A 
better understanding of how Japanese native speakers take a benefactive stance would 
also allow us to 1. compare how learners’ stance-taking differs from native speakers’ and 
2. search for effective ways to train learners in stance-taking. Questions for future study
include: (1) How do Japanese native speakers take a benefactive stance? Benefactive 
verbs are only one vehicle for stance-taking in Japanese. What are others and how do 
they interact with the verbs examined here? (2) What features of context call out 
benefactive verbs? Is their use somehow predicatable in a way that will allow us to train 
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learners in their use? (3) How can we help learners develop stance-taking via benefactive 
verbs in Japanese? (4) Finally, what other sorts of stances —e.g., regret, support, 
dependence, etc.—are taken by native speakers and how could training be beneficial to 
learners? 
Despite the limitations of this study, it contributes to the investigation of 
learners’ stance-taking. Central to all of this are keywords that will help learners to 
understand the importance stance-taking in Japanese culture. It is critical to understand 
cultural values in the target language for a successful acquisition of any foreign language. 
By integrating keywords such as on, giri, and omoiyari into the expressions with 
benefactive verbs in the classroom, learners will be more aware of the importance of 
showing stance in Japanese culture and will be able to view the expressions as 
fundamental devices for integrating into Japanese culture. 
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APPENDIX A: INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
Analysis of JFL leaners’ narratives 
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Kumiko Takizawa from 
Portland State University, the department of World Languages and Literature.  The goal of the 
study is to find how learners of Japanese tell narratives in Japanese. In particular, the researcher 
hopes to explore learners’ language use when they are talking during narrative interviews. This 
study is being conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a masters’ degree 
program, under the supervision of Dr. Patricia Wetzel of Department of World Languages and 
Literatures at Portland State University.  
You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you are a learner of Japanese 
who is enrolled in 300/400 level Japanese class. If you decide to participate, you will be asked 6 
questions by the researcher. You will answer questions in Japanese based on your own 
experience or memories. No preparation is required. The interview will be voice-recorded. 
Recording starts from the moment the researcher ask the first question until you leave the 
room, using audio recorder [Olympus Digital Voice Recorder]. The estimated length of time for 
the interview is 30 minutes. After answering questions, you will provided with feedback on your 
grammar usages if you wish. After the interview, the researcher might ask you to come back to 
ask follow-up questions in English to explore more of your Japanese use in the interview. The 
risk of participating this study might include being audio-recorded can be uncomfortable, being 
concerned that you may make mistakes in Japanese. Remember that there is no right or wrong 
answer. It is important that you take part in the interview as naturally as possible.  
Any information that is obtained through this interview and including your information or 
people’s name you are referring will be kept confidential. The information you give me will be 
kept confidential to the extent permitted by law. Copies of the recordings, the transcriptions, and 
the consent forms will be kept in a secure locker in one of the private office at PSU. . When I report 
the findings of the study, I will use pseudonyms for any personal names. Your participation is 
voluntary. You do not have to take part in this study, and it will not affect your academic grade or 
your relationship with Portland State University or the researcher. You may also withdraw from 
this study at any time without any penalty or negative consequences. 
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If you have questions or concerns about your participation in this study, contact Kumiko 
Takizawa at kumiko@pdx.edu or visit her office at Neuberger Hall M237B. If you have concerns 
about your rights as a research subject, please contact The PSU Office of Research Integrity, 
1600 SW 4th Ave., Market Center Building, Ste. 620, Portland, OR 
97201; phone (503) 725-2227 or 1 (877) 480-4400; email hsrrc@pdx.edu. 
Your signature indicates that you have read and understand the above information and agree to 
take part in this study. The researcher should provide you a copy of this form for your own 
records. 




APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
(1) Who is your favorite teacher? Why? 好きな先生は誰ですか。なぜですか。
(2) What’s the best birthday you ever had? Why? 一番よかった誕生日の思い出は何
ですか。どうしてですか。 
(3) Have you been taken care of by anyone when you were studying abroad or when you
were traveling? Please share your memory. 留学中や旅行中に誰かにお世話になった
たことはありますか。思い出を教えてください。 
(4) Who is the most generous person you know? Why do you think so? 知っている人の
中で、誰が一番親切だと思いますか。どうしてそう思いますか。 
(5) When you face difficulties in your life, who do/ did you consult with? Why do/did
you consult with this person? 人生で大変なことがあったとき、誰に相談します
か。または、しましたか。どうしてこその人に相談しますか。 
(6) Who do you appreciate in your life? Please share your memory of a time when you




APPENDIX C: POST-INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
(1) What kind of feeling or stance can you project by using benefactive verbs?  
(2)When do you think you are supposed to use the expression?  
(3) Do you consider these expressions difficult?  
(4) Do you feel comfortable using them?  
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APPENDIX D: INSTRUCTION FOR THE CHECKER 
Read the transcription of each interview and highlight that sentences that giving and 
receiving expressions are  
(1) used (correctly or incorrectly)
(2) missing
(3) misused
Giving and receiving expression includes kureru, morau, and ageru as well as their 
honorific/humble equivalent, kudasaru, itadaku, sashiageru. After you highlight them, 
provide the verbs that you think are missing for (2) and the correct verbs for (3). Mistakes 












APPENDIX E: TRANSCRIPTION CONVERSATIONS 
、=blief pause in Japanese version 
,  =bleif pause in the romanized/English version 
… =pause longer than 、and , but shorter than 1.5 seconds 
[# sec] =silence that lasts # seconds 
。=failing intonation in Japanese version 
.  =failing intonation in romanized/English version 
?  =rising intonation 
@ =short laughter 
@@ =longer laghter 
Bold =Use of benefactive verbs 
Underline =Failure of use benefactive verbs 
* =Misuse of benefactive verbs and related grammar -i.e. forms of gerund and particles
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APPENDIX F: TRANSCRIPTIONS OF THE INTERVIWS 



























































































































































































































































































J:  ありがとうございました。 






























































































































































































J:  はい、ありがとうございました。 
 




E: P 高等学校に行きました。 
T: じゃあそのとき、あの、日本語を勉強していましたか？ 





















































































































































T: Takizawa (Interviewer), L: Subject#5: Lisa 
T: えっとーリサさんは、出身はどこですか？ 
L:  ミズーリ州です。 
T: うん、そうですか。じゃ高校はミズーリ州の高校に行きましたか？ 






































































































































































T: ふーん、そうですか。じゃあ、あの、日本語を勉強し始めたのは PSU が初め
てですか？ 









































































































T: PSU の先生と大阪大学の先生と比べてどうですか？ 









































































も、その人の relationship が別れました？ 
T: あ、じゃあ、カップルだったんですか？ 































































































































































































































































A : 大切です。 
T : なるほどね。わかりました。以上です。ありがとうございました。 
A: こちらこそ。 






















































































































B: まあ、わたしは、そのときにわたしは日本語の 1 年生でしたから、私は田辺
先生と TA オフィスに先生に行って、えーと、宿題とかを*手伝いもらいました。 
T: ふーん、なるほどね。 






















T: Takizawa (Interviewer), K: Subject#9: Kelly 





































































































































































































D: えーと、ま、PSU の論文は、3 年先生の末から始まるから、でも留学した。
で、あまり正しくに始められなかった。それで、ロバート先生に、留学している
のに、論文を始めてもいいと思うって、聞いて、ロバートが、その帰る前にで、
日本でその先生と相談して、よく日本の資料を教えてもらって、と昔の日本の書
き方を、教えて、教えました、教えてもらった。 
T: あ、そうなんですか。へー。 
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D: た、例えば、古いの、ま、えー、30 年代の、ぐらいのか、書き方は、いろい
ろな中国の漢字を使う。今、違う漢字を使っていますけど、それが、わかりませ
んでしたから、その先生がえーと、教えてくれた。 
T: じゃあ、その先生と論文を書くんですね。 
D: はい、そうです。 
T: いいですね。じゃあ、次の質問ですけど、知っている人の中で、誰が一番優し
いと思いますか？ 
D: 多分、その人は私のおじいさんだと思います。 
T: あ、そうですか。 
D: えーと、まあ、今、私の大学の、価値に、あ、大学の値段をもらっています。 
T: そうなんですか。全部ですか？ 
D: いえ、全部じゃないですけど、大変な価値があります。 
T: あ、そうですね。そのおじいさんは、どこにいらっしゃるんですか？ 
D: 今、ニューメキシコのサンタフェにいます。 
T: あ、そうなんですか。じゃあ、人生で、何か大変なことがあったとき、誰に相
談しますか？ 
D: えー、まあ、今、彼女と住んでいますから、だいたい彼女に相談できます。 
T: あ、そうですか。彼女からはいいアドバイスありますか？ 
D: ええ、いいアドバイス。 
T: どんなアドバイスがありましたか？ 
D: ま、多分、ぼくは、問題を彼女に言って、彼女が聞いて、えっと、まあまあ、
大丈夫って。それは全部頭の中にあるって。それは、アドバイスじゃなくて、け
ど、全部、パースペクティブを教えます、彼女が。 
T: ああ、そうですか。ふーん、じゃあ、なんでも結構オープンに話すんですか？ 
D: ええ。 
T: じゃあ、彼女とは遠距離恋愛、だったんですね。 
D: はい、一年間。 
T: 大変でしたね。 
D: うん、大変でした。よく、スカイプをしました。 
T: あ、そうですか。それでは次の質問ですが、人生で感謝している人は誰ですか？
どうしてですか？ 
D: えー…まあ、いろいろな人がいます。ま、特に両親に感謝の感じがあります。
えっと、もちろん、両親が子供の時から、えーと、そだ…育てたでしょ。それに、
わたしの問題に聞いて、えーと…うん、え、うん、よく…せいじ、あ、*もらい？
もらいました？*あげました？ 
T: せいじ？ 
D: せいじ、*くれました？ 
T: せいじは何ですか？ 
D: 守ると、育てるの…あ、せわ！世話しました！世話を*くれて、えーと、まあ、
いい人と思います。 
T: なるほど、じゃあ、ほかにいますか、感謝している人。 
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D: えーと、ちょっと考えています[6.5sec]多分、珍しい感謝けど、高校生の時に、
この世界の歴史の授業をとって、この先生があまりぜんぜん教えてない。あ、全
部の授業で、えっと、先生がみんなに教科書を読むだけ、授業でした。それで、
先生がずっと、いつも携帯を使っていました。それで、あまり…まあ、歴史がよ
く好きですから、世界中の歴史がよく楽しみしていましたけど、その…先生が、
えーと、ちょっと、わるく…その先生がその授業を悪く…させた？から、あまり、
あまり、えー、なんだっけ…がっかりしました。でも、来年、ほかの、あー、ア
メリカ歴史の授業をとって、ほかの先生が、もっといつも元気して、よく頭がよ
くて、いつも授業と、えーと、インターアクトして、ま、それで、ま、その先生
とよく仲が良かった。
T: それは、ダニエルさんが？
D: はい、それで、ま、ときどき昼ご飯の時に、ほかの学生と、その授業の教室に
先生と一緒に食べて、話して、えーと、ま、いろいろなことを…教えた。それで、
僕は、先生になりたいことを目覚めました。その先生のためだから、その授業が
そんなに楽しくなったから、その先生が僕に目覚めさせた。
T: うーん、それ、さっきの先生と二人いるんですが、どっちの先生に感謝してい
るんですか？
D: まあ、両方。＠ま、特にアメリカの歴史の先生。
T: あ、そうですか。じゃあ、インタビューはここまでです。ありがとうございま
した。
D: ありがとうございました。
